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#10: The Memory Wall

The memory problem is not solved - it is easy to provision
a CPU with more execution units (XUs) - the hard part is
the care (scheduling) and feeding of the XU's.  
Von Neumann was right in 1945 and every day since -
memory will be the bottleneck.   It was then and it is now.
For multi-core we'll see lots of small caches and some 
bigger shared ones - whether it's L2 or L2 and L3 doesn't
matter - the main memory pressure will go WAY up.
Multiple memory controllers will obviously be necessary 
and we'll need multiple channels to have any hope of even 
remotely solving this problem poorly.
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#9: The Pin Problem

The pin problem is not solved - with multiple cores and the
need for multiple memory controllers and main memory 
channels - the pin counts of future devices with a voracious
appetite for memory will require a completely intractable 
number of pins. Will each core only have one I/O pin per 
core - I don't think so.  Will caches remove the need for 
main memory - I don't think so.  Bottom line is predictions 
to go to 1000's of cores under Moore's Law scaling
are ignoring a lot of important issues which are obvious. 
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#8: The Wire Problem

The wire problem is not solved - wires are the dominant problem today
and this will continue - local wires scale, intermediate length wires don't
scale but benefit from high-k dielectrics, and global wires don't scale in
anybody's imagination.  Today's Damascene processes make this
problem even worse.   Various forms of 3D die stacks help somewhat
but this is another one trick pony - lots of evidence says that 6 is the
inflection point. Thermal density gets worse in 3D.
Clearly we need a replacement for global wires - what is it?  If you can't
come up with something that is at least an order of magnitude better in
terms of bit-energy transport costs on a global wire then it won't make any
difference.  By 2017 we'll need global interconnect that is 2-3 orders of
magnitude more efficient, OR cooling that is 2-3 orders of magnitude more
effective if we're going to stay on the performance curve.
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#7: The Transistor Problem

The transistor problem is not solved - leakage grows
exponentially (10x each node) unless some new process
magic happens - low K gate dielectrics, fin FETs, metal gate,
teratransistor, etc.  Problem is that the 10x every node is
always there unless a new trick gets played.  Design rules
are already totally out of control.  Gridded transistors helps
but the physics and chemistry folks have a lot to invent.
For proof look at all that red on the ITRS.
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#6: Reliability

The reliability  problem is not solved - redundancy in some
form is always the solution and one would think that lots
of similar resources could easily provide that - this is sort
of true if all you care about is part of the system.  Signal
integrity is a problem now and the current tricks do not
scale well.    More cores and more redundancy as we move
to more but less reliable transistors may well cancel out
and performance will be flat – so there's no need to make
any new anything.
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#5: The Control Problem

The control problem is not solved - lots of parallelism
(non-embarrassing type) means lots of control issues –
locks, barriers, heartbeat checks, yadda yadda.
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#4: The Validation Problem

The validation problem is not solved - livelock and 
deadlock free?  Who knows - it's a programming problem.
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#3: The Locality Problem

The locality problem is not solved - it used to mean running
out of cache, now it means keeping the bulk of the
signaling in a very small neighborhood of cores.   
Who does this - smart programmer (there are not enough
of them), smart OS or hypervisor (overhead is too high), 
smart compiler (not enough can be known statically to
solve this problem in 1000 core systems).
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#2: The Power Problem

The power problem is not solved - going to multi-threaded in-order
cores (like Niagara and Niagara Falls) helps a lot but unless all apps
are "embarrassingly parallel" (and they never will be) then the problem
moves to the interconnect.  Both the power and area of the
interconnect becomes enormous unless you go to some simple mesh
in which case you have the classic power-performance tradeoff which
could be equally made in a mondo-mono-core processor by just turning
the clock down.  
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#1: The Programming Problem

The programming problem is not solved - the industry is
in a panic about this.  Heroic programming requirements
will not sell billions of the new machines.
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